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Ezydog Zero Shock 48" Leash

48-inch dog leash with shock-absorbing component

Click the Image Directly ^^^Above^^^ for More Information, Current Pricing and AvailabilityYou will not be charged until after you review and complete your

order.48-inch dog leash with shock-absorbing componentZero Shock adds protection from sudden moves made by you or your dogSoft Touch Webbing and a

generously-sized neoprene handleFeatures a traffic control handle for added safetyMakes your walks more enjoyable and comfortableThe Ultimate Dog Training

LeashEzyDog's Zero Shock dog leash combines the ultimate comfort, control, and protection, while not compromising on style and quality. The Zero Shock Leash

has been designed using our Zero Shock Technology--a shock absorbing component that drastically reduces strain and pull on the dog and the owner. An accessory

clip is built in to easily add a key ring or other clipable items.Features Soft Touch Webbing and a generously sized neoprene handle.Comfortable ControlUtilizing the

EzyDog Soft Touch Webbing and a generously sized neoprene handle, this leash really is a pleasure to hold in your hand and is perfect for walking and jogging with

your dog. The Zero Shock Technology adds protection from sudden moves made by you or your dog, a need still in demand well beyond the training stage. Make

your walks more enjoyable and comfortable.Zero Shock TechnologyZero Shock Technology is the advanced shock absorbing component in the center of the leash

that cushions and eases the pressure for both the owner and the dog.Traffic ControlThis extra handle is positioned near your dog's collar giving you quick and secure

control of your dog when required. (48-inch version only)Don't forget to pair the Zero Shock dog leash with a unique dog collar or durable dog harness from

EzyDog. Now Go and Play. Product DescriptionThe EzyDog Zero Shock Leash has been designed using our Zero Shock technology—a shock absorbing component

that drastically reduces strain and pull on the dog and the owner. Utilizing the EzyDog Soft Touch Webbing and a generously-sized neoprene handle, this leash really

is a pleasure to hold in your hand and is perfect for walking and jogging with your dog. Zero Shock Technology is the advanced shock absorbing component in the

center of the leash that cushions and eases the pressure for both the owner and the dog. It adds protection from sudden moves made by you or your dog, a need still in

demand well beyond the training stage. Make your walks more enjoyable and comfortable. The Traffic Control handle is positioned near your dogs collar, giving you

quick and secure control of your dog when required (only available on the 48-inch version). It measures 48 and includes the traffic handle.   medianet_width='600';

medianet_height= '250'; medianet_crid='556787855';  
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